INTRODUCING SEARCH BOX USED IN NORMAL MOBILE PHONES INBOX
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays the mobile phones communication are rapidly increased mostly, the short message service will play major role in this communication medium. (for example, chatting with friends and also performing some form of communication interchange between users ) It’s getting very difficult to perform the search operation in inbox that is available in mobile phones. In this paper, we easily overcome the problem of searching process in mobile phones our results shows that we easily perform the searching operation in effective manner.
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INTRODUCTION
Search box used in mobile phones inbox like as a system concept only. Search box used in all area, if you are used a mail in that mail inbox having search option to find out the mail easily. In mobile phones contact list also having search box to find out the person details easily. Search box may have features to help the user search boxes are often also accompanied by drop-down menus or other input controls to allow the user to restrict the search or choose what type of content to search for.

All are having a mobile phones. It can make a call or message to any other person easily. Some time chatting with someone without cost in messages. All message sent by compose and write box. All message received in inbox. Some mobile phones having a capacity of limited message stored in inbox 100 or 200, some new mobile phones having some conversation types. If we need to see the last message in inbox. It’s too much of time to find out that message we used the down button. In our paper talk about search box used in mobile phones, we can find out the message which one you want easily. In android phones having this facility. Most of the people used in normal phones so we have to used in search box in mobile inbox.

WHAT IS SEARCH BOX
Search box or search field is a common GUI element used in computer programs, such as file managers (or) web browsers, and on websites. A Search box is usually a single line text box with the dedicated function of accepting user input to be searched for in a database.

Search boxes on web pages are usually used to allow user to enter a query to be submitted to a web search engine server-side script where an index database is queried for entries that contain one (or) more of the user’s keywords.

Search boxes are commonly accompanied by a search button to submit the search.. However the search button may be omitted as the user may press the enter key to submit the search, or the search may be sent automatically to present the user with real-time results.
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Search box using some Applications:
1. Search box in email inbox
2. Search box in phone contacts
3. Search box in search engine tool (browsers)

SEARCH BOX IN MAIL INBOX
You can quick search through search column in the email menu or use advanced search allowing you to narrow your search by setting more search criteria.

When you use the quick search field, Inbox.com searches for your terms within subject, email body, and address list (all addresses included in from, to, cc and bcc). For example, if you search for an example for word "Peter", it will return all emails that contain "Peter" in the subject, email body or email address.

If you want to make your search more specific, e.g., you want to search for an email from a specific user that includes certain words, we recommend you to use the advanced search.

SEARCH BOX IN CONTACT LIST OF MOBILE PHONES
The search box is located in the Contacts list, under the Contacts icon, and in the Phone view, under the Phone icon. You can search for the names, for example.
SEARCH BOX IN SEARCH ENGINE TOOL
In browsers is a search engine tool. Mozilla firebox and internet explorer, google chrome. Search engines depend the browsers. Search engine tools having the search box to find out which one you want. Without search box we cannot find it. Search engine:

Search engines are programs that search documents for specified keywords and returns a list of the documents where the keywords were found. A search engine is really a general class of programs, however, the term is often used to specifically describe systems like Google, Bing and Yahoo! Search that enable users to search for documents on the World Wide Web.

Browsers:
Short for Web browser, a software application used to locate, retrieve and also display content on the World Wide Web, including Web pages, images, video and other files. As a client/server model, the browser is the client run on a computer that contacts the Web server and requests information. The Web server sends the information back to the Web browser which displays the results on the computer or other Internet-enabled device that supports a browser. Browsers having a search box then only find out the particular topic. So search box is more important.

WINDOWS 7 – SEARCH BOX
In windows 7 having a search box in desktop, in that search box to find out the files, audio, videos, images any type of files retrieve that easily, if you don’t know which place the document will saved, you know the file name. So you can enter the file name in that search box and easily access the related files are available in our Pc (or) System.

CONCLUSION
In this paper show about search box used in Normal mobile phone inbox. If we want some important message quickly, we can just drop down the button long press, so Its make a more time to find out that message. We are used a search box in Normal mobile phone inbox easily to get the message. Search box may have features to help the user search boxes are often also accompanied by drop-down menus or other input controls to allow the user to restrict the search or choose what type of content to search for. Search box is GUI application based, if we are set in the mobile phone inbox, when you want a particular message we can easily retrieve that. Search box is minimize the time, to get the result which one you want easily.
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